In the paper "Some remarks on approximative compactness", Rev.
Introduction
The important concept of the approximative compactness of a set, which was first introduced by Efimov and Steckin [2] , arises quite naturally in the theory of best approximation in normed linear spaces. We recall that a set K in a normed linear space X is called approximatively compact if, for any x in X and any sequence {g } in K , the relation \\x-g || -»• infdlx-gll : g € K} implies that {g } is compact in K in the sense that there is a subsequence of \g } which converges in K . Every boundedly compact set is approximatively compact, and in a uniformly convex Banach space every weakly sequentially closed set is approximatively namely, the continuity of the metric projection onto a Chebyshev set K implies the approximative compactness of the set K . We also prove that in such a space X the metric projection supported by a Chebyshev set is always continuous on a subset dense in X . Again it is shown that a proximal sun in such a space is approximatively compact and hence in a The distance from a point x in X to a subset K of X is defined by d R (x) = inf{||x-y|| : y € K} . The metric projection V supported by a subset K of X i s a mapping defined by
K is a proximal (respectively Chebyshev) set provided P^0 0 ) contains at least (respectively exactly) one point for each x £ X . It is called a
for every X > 0 . P v is said to be upper semioontinuous at
C o m p a c t n e s s a n d c o n t i n u i t y 49 f(y) > fix) + x*iy-x) , for all y (. X .
In particular, the norm being a proper convex function, an element x* € X* is a subgradient of the norm at x f 9 (6 will denote the null element of X ) , if and only if ||x*|| = 1 and x*{x) = ||x|| .
A normed linear space X is said to have property (W) if the following holds:
For any x in S{X) , each sequence {g } contained in U(X)
with \\g -x\\ -* 2 has a convergent subsequence in U(X) .
Clearly every locally uniformly convex normed linear space has property (W) . Indeed it can be easily proved that X is locally uniformly convex if and only if it is strictly convex and has property (M) . The spaces with property (W) have been discussed in another paper by the authors [7] . Lemma 2 of the present paper contains one geometric property of the unit sphere of such spaces.
The main result
We now prove our main result, the 'only i f part of which was proved by Singer as mentioned above.
THEOREM 1. Let K be a Chebyshev subset of a normed linear space X which has property (M) . Then K is approximatively compact if and only if the metric projection P is continuous on X .
For the proof of the theorem we need the following lemma due to VIasov ([9], Lemma l ) , a proof of which is given below for the sake of completeness.
LEMMA 1. Let X be a normed linear space, and let K be a Chebyshev subset of X . If x i X is a point of continuity of the metric
projection P v then d K [x+t{x-P K (x)))-d K (x) lim = d v (x) .
t-H) t K
Proof of Lemma 1. Let z € X and l e t {t } be any sequence of positive real numbers converging to zero. Let <j > be a subgradient of the 
and so that
Again l e t (()' be a subgradient of the norm at x + t z -P v (x) . Then for
and.
so that
Now l e t (j) and <$>' be any weak*-cluster p o i n t s of {(j> } and {<(>' } r e s p e c t i v e l y . Then by ( l ) and (3) and t h e c o n t i n u i t y of P we have K
and thus <( ) and (£ r are subgradients of the norm at x -?,,(#) • From (2) and (h) we get
and taking account of (5) we conclude t h a t In the same way we can prove that
and hence the result i s proved.
Suppose that P R is continuous. Set t = (\\x-g \\-d (x)) . Clearly * n tends to zero through nonnegative values. We can assume without loss of generality that t > 0 by passing on to a subsequence, if necessary. Let ( j > be a subgradient of the norm at x + t (x-P^(z)) -g so that
) .
Hence dJx+t {x-P (x)))-d (x)
= *"
Applying Lemma 1 t o (7) we see that \\x~P (x) || S $ (x-P (x)) , where (() i s any weak*-cluster point of t h e sequence { < j > } . This implies t h a t
We assume without loss of generality t h a t {<) > } converges t o < j > i n t h e weak*-topology. Now s e t
"n " ll*+t n lavP x (x)J-fl-n l| B " u " " \\x-P K {x)\\ • lim \\x+t n {x-
and hence {g } also has a convergent subsequence.
The converse is well known and holds even in a metric space setting (see [«] ).
The following example shows that, in general, continuity of the metric projection does not imply that the Chebyshev set is approximatively compact.
EXAMPLE. Let X be the dual space of the Banach space constructed by o Klee [6] by suitably renorming I . Lambert (unpublished) has shown that in the space X the metric projection P v supported by any Chebyshev 
Some f u r t h e r r e s u l t s
We give next a geometric property of the unit sphere of spaces with property (M) . This property will be used to obtain some more results about continuity behaviour of metric projections.
LEMMA 2. Let X be a normed linear space with property (M) . Let x be a nonzero element of U(X) , and let
K = B[x, l-||x||+l/n] ~ inttfU) .
Then each sequence {g } with g € K has a convergent subsequence in
Proof. Since K is a sun, there is a point y € P v (x) such that all points on convergent in K {K is closed). Thus K is approximatively compact.
at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700043628
Since the metric projection supported by an approximatively compact set is upper semi-continuous (Singer [S] , Theorem l ) , (i) implies (ii).
REMARK. As a consequence of Theorem 2 a l l proximal subspaces in a space X with property (A?) are approximatively compact. Thus a l l reflexive spaces having property (M) satisfy the Efimov-Steckin property (see Singer [ £ ] ) . However, i t is known that the converse is not true (see [7J) .
In the following we use Lemma 2 to obtain another result about the continuity behaviour of the metric projection onto a Chebyshev set which may not be a sun. In the case of (b) the set D i s the whole space X and the proof i s the same. Hence the theorem i s proved.
